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Nothing can cure the soul but the senses,

just as nothing can cure the senses but the soul.

                                  Oscar Wilde

As long as I am breathing, in my eyes,

I am just beginning.

                                   Criss Jami
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Nothing carries meaning. People carry meaning.

We are the porters of importance.

                                   Jarod Kintz

Every one of us is, in the cosmic perspective,
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let him live. In a hundred billion galaxies,

you will not find another.

                            

                                   Carl Sagan
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cursing the doctors

the physician
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hundred-year-old man
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a fearful historian
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by Bach, Liszt, Hendrix
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Angel from Barcelona,

Dev from Mumbai

at commencement . . .

describing the streaking grad

as quite cheeky 

famed psychiatrist
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His wiring’s screwy
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the English tutor

defining the word hives as

colonial homes

vegan girl

viewing Teddy Grahams

as borderline

red meat loving boy

regarding chicken and fish

as vegetables

toddler removing

her pacifier to taste

an anchovy

beloved patriarch

teaching his oldest grandson

how to roll a joint
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an eight-year-old boy

peering through a microscope,

feeling like a god

crime boss responding

to Which son tried to ice you?

with All of them

Grandma slapping

the male nurse for stating

You’ve gained weight

Grandpa punching

the maître d’ for asking

Was it yum-yum?

the therapist

bragging to colleagues about

her 4-pawed children
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changing the diaper

of the demented father

who abused him

tallest sixth grader,

surnamed Petit, learning what

it means in French

their great-uncle
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after giving birth,

Charlotte Baer rejoicing

being called Mama

Yom Kippur . . .
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for the day to end
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Gene Hackman’s film is titled

The French Confection
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Russell Crowe’s film is titled

A Beautiful Mine
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regarding only spiders 

as webmasters

choosing to give

their newborn the name Doctor,

hoping it might help

watching a western,
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Kettle rustling
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pen and pad in hand,

their three year-old makes believe

he’s a waiter

earphones inserted,

their four year-old makes believe

she’s a physician

Officer Walker

wishing his parents had not

christened him Jay

Ma and Pa

insisting that their teens

not smoke in bed
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without pain, wondering

if he’s still alive
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Uncle Sid calling

the identical twin girls

redundant

Biggest continent? . . .

young contestant responding

Texas

Capital of Chad? . . .

old contestant replying

Jeremy

the baker,

icing his child’s wedding cake,

tiering up

young Honoria

screaming It doesn’t rhyme

with gonorrhea!
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Genevieve Burns

fighting the urge to name

her infant Cole

the new classmate

telling the fifth grade bully

Don’t be uncivil

his language tutor

defining No mas as

a Spanish Uncle

the polymath

imagining heaven as

endless libraries

gravely ill . . . calling

the Returns phone number

of L.L. Bean
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their Dad requesting 

only one Father’s Day gift:

to be left alone

inside Walmart

a Lubbock man lassoing

the would-be robber

I love you . . .

her nine year-old replying

Tell me later

I love you . . .

her twelve year-old answering

Seriously?

I love you . . .

her husband responding

Don’t kid yourself
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Cousin Myrna

asking to be called ample

rather than obese

Cousin Morton

asking to be called frenzied

rather than deranged

Dr. Anne Factor

naming her child Ruth Helen

for the initials

high school junior

confusing Marvin Gaye with

Malcolm X

high school freshman

mistaking the Pep Boys for

the Three Musketeers
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lottery winner

pondering how he blew through

two mil in nine months

eighth grader Jay Fitch

boasting that his name rhymes

with très rich

tenth grader Wayne Kuhl

claiming his first name’s n,e 

are silent

raging at his wife

after he dreams of her

with another man

Best chip material? . . .

Intel worker responding

Potatoes





If a man cannot understand the beauty of life,

it is probably because life never understood 

the beauty in him.

                                    Criss Jami

Each contact with a human being is so rare, 

so precious, one should preserve it.

                                    Anais Nin
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Notre Dame starters . . .

five black basketball players

wearing IRISH tees

the ad man

calling Mr. Peanut

a shelled shill

his teenager

assuming James Brown

played for Cleveland

her teenager

assuming Jim Brown

sang I Feel Good

Grandpa believing

he’s not drinking alone

if his dog’s nearby
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his Sikh in-laws

calling Chase Hoolihan

Base Hooligan

grad student driving

to her doctoral defense

mid panic attack

Compton fifth grader

winning his school’s spelling bee

with yachting

Harlem fifth grader

winning her school’s spelling bee

with arbitrage 

Aspen fifth grader

losing his school’s spelling bee

with paucity
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TP-ing their neighbor

for trimming his hedges

at 6:00 a.m.

egging their neighbor

for power-washing his deck

at 5:00 a.m.

Dad declaring

he intends to age

disgracefully

approaching 

The Elephants, belting out

Hello, Dali!

Christmastime . . . singing,

while looking at The Bathers,

‘Tis the Cezanne
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their father’s obit

focusing on his talent

for hot dog eating

at the beach

three teens horrified by

Grandma’s nip slip

Solve these problems . . .

her pupil balking, noting

I only create them

Aunt Giulia

pinching her niece for calling

pesto sauce, gravy

Aunt Golda

punching her niece for calling

challah, twisty bread
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ophiologist

choosing the vanity plate

SSS

ecdysiast

choosing the vanity plate

XXX

philosopher

choosing the vanity plate

YYY

hypersomniac

choosing the vanity plate

ZZZ

the op-ed writer

describing his efforts

as leaning columns
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flower child’s daughter

changing her first name from

Moonlight to Martha

flower child’s son

changing his first name from

Peace to Victor

old weatherman

fearing the gorgeous intern

will steal his thunder

Independence Day . . .

the math tutor calling J

a fourth of July

the three year-old

regarding her midday nap

as a long time-out
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Psych major

pronouncing Freud as if

it rhymed with prude

English major 

pronouncing Thoreau as if

it rhymed with pursue

Fine Arts major

pronouncing Gauguin as if

it rhymed with noggin

offering big bucks

to his porcelain-skinned teen

to eschew tattoos 

his grandmother

referring to giblets

as gravy gifts
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anti-monarchist

loving the sports-page headline

Pirates Rout Royals

anti-communist

hating the sports-page headline

Reds Vanquish Yankees

a boy assuming

bipolar means you’ve got

two Polish parents

a girl assuming

bipolar means you’ve lived

way up north and south

Top Ten Most Hated . . .

seeing Bieber listed first,

Hitler second
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in arm and leg casts,

Great-Gramps trying to find

ounces of humor

ravaged by cancer,

Great-Gran trying to maintain

shreds of dignity

teenaged rebel

loving the flag of Nepal:

Not rectangular!

the seven year-old

asking his Mom which is worse:

a twit or a twat

the eight year-old

asking her Dad what’s better:

gorgeous or dazzling
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her kindergartner

calling pancakes and waffles

syrup food

their twenty year-old

daydreaming of becoming

a trophy husband

new haircut/color . . .

the young Mom terrifying

her two month-old

NBA center

referring to the slam dunk

as his finesse shot

anorectic teen

answering What’s your weight?

with Far too much
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Granddad’s funeral . . .

pondering how do you mourn

a backstabbing schmuck 

You’re the best! . . .

his five year-old responding

At what?

You’re the best! . . .

his ten-year-old responding

Not with girls

at Target

six different Moms pleading

Just listen to me

at Target

three different Dads screaming

Never again!
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the prof explaining

why he prefers nebbishes 

to nudniks

third grade student

asserting that I and L

are way too plain

fifth grade student

suggesting that X and Z

should be vowels

in the ER

honeymooners still raging

after their fight

old Jewish woman

describing her stout husband

as zaftig
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Nobel laureate

telling his wife he still feels

like an imposter

How’ve you been? . . .

Great-Aunt Myrna replying

What’s your point?

How’ve you been? . . .

Great-Uncle Floyd replying

Thanks very much

his wife inquiring

if all plaster of Paris

is made in France

suicidal teen

unable to see beyond

this evening
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Have you room for cake? . . .

her young son points to his chest,

saying Down here

hair-braiding experts

referring to themselves

as headliners

the seventh grader

suggesting less overwhelmed

be written as whelmed

the eighth grader

preferring uniqeliest

to one-of-a-kind

elderly priest

describing his sermons as

fatherly advice
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the three year-old

calling Visa, Amex cards

Mommy money

in Vietnam

the dared French tourist eating

a beating snake heart

mother of six

sporting neon pink short shorts

with FLIRT on the seat

grandmother of four

wearing a plus-size tube top

and stripper heels

staring at his plate . . .

half the peas are ice cold,

half piping hot
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five-year-old Texan

assuming the earth has 

only one Main Street

asking her pastor

whether Jesus Christ

ever ate bacon

eighteenth birthday . . .

their nephew changing his name

from Will to Chill

at the state fair

a centenarian trying

deep-fried butter

Sal the debater

asserting he’s provolone

but antipasto
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striving for balance,

Luther and Dolores Downs

naming their child Joy

striving for mercy,

Preston and Bertha Kuntz

naming their child Grace

suggesting his wife

nix peabrain and numbnuts as

terms of endearment

her grandchild musing

which came first: memo pads

or xylophones

Sunday School student

inquiring why did God kill

Sodom’s babies
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reading the last words

of the renowned prof ’s obit:

no survivors

her Chihuahua

yapping into submission

his Doberman

the salesman

promising the chic sandals 

will knock her socks off

the merchant

showcasing radial tires

at his blowout sale

teenage misfit

noting he’s a Froot Loop

among Cheerios
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a mile from the pen

entrepreneurs opening

The Jailbreak Bar

the preacher 

describing Noah’s Ark as

a couples cruise ship

firmly believing

his roommate’s guinea pig

wants to kill him

a young boy shouting

That’s Impossible! seeing

his first sunshower

the bodybuilder

using his three-year-old twins

as free weights
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JetBlue passenger

asking the flight attendant

for dental floss

Southwest passenger

asking the flight attendant

if she’d like to dance

rubbing Limburger

on the prof ’s bumper sticker

Choose Civility 

sailor Charles Cruz

stating he much prefers C

to Chuck or Charlie

Honda owner

calling his auto loan

Civic duty
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the first grader

asking his teacher if snakes

can be taught to sing

the third grader 

asking her teacher if bats

ever have nightmares

Cause of inflation? . . .

young Economics student

replying Air

eighty-year-old man

wedding a same-aged woman:

Had to  . . . she’s pregnant

George and Jeb

describing safaris as

Bush campaigns
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Burger King bender . . .

ninth-place Olympic gymnast

gorging on Whoppers

John and Helene Lew

giving their fraternal twins

the names Lou, Lulu

portly, sweaty man

in a tight shirt, appearing

to be lactating

her young grandson

attempting to give himself

a chin dimple

Poli Sci prof

referring to sadness

as a blue state
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the firefighter

admitting his folks did time

for arson

Boston actors

performing Julius Caesar

as a comedy

Berkeley actors

performing West Side Story

without music, dance

Bayonne actors

performing Guys and Dolls

in Star Wars costumes

the allergist

describing sneezes

as blessed events
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